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reasons, if you like. He also has an appointment with
Coleforth, in London or somewhere within easy reach,
for the evening of the 15th. He decides to keep that
appointment, come back to the flat to sleep and start
on his business journey on the morning of the sixteenth.
" Now, if that were the case, both statements are
quite rational. He would tell his secretary that he was
going out of London and would not see her for a few
days, because he would not be coming back to the office
before he started on his journey. He would tell his
sister that he was going out and would not be back until
late, because he meant to sleep at the flat that night*
Nor, when he left the flat on the evening of the fifteenth,
would he need to take any luggage with him."
"That is a most plausible suggestion, QldlandP*
Dr, Priestley exclaimed approvingly. " I confess that
it had not occurred to me. But it hardly decreases my
difficulties. What was Venner's destination when he left
the fiat? So far nobody has come forward and admitted
having seen him, although his description has been
broadcast/'
" Description! Much good that is* Do you look at
everybody you happen to pass in the street in case they
conform with a description you may have heard on the
wireless? I don't Besides, if Coleforth chose his ren-
dezvous properly, nobody would have seen him."
" Then we have no clue to Venner's movements after
he left the flat. He may have met Coleforth, and his
death may have resulted from that meeting. But there
are two grave objections to such a theory. The first is
physical. Coleforth is an old man, and from my obser-
vation of him, not very active."
*' It doesn't need any very great physical agility to
shoot a man or poison him/1 Oldland suggested, ** I
don't think that need worry you. What's the second
objection?"

